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The logs are fascinating, cataloguing all the known rock art in the region: what the site is, what it depicts and
its level of degradation. We walk under the Harbour Bridge. Our next stop is Observatory Hill to discover the
location of the first Sydney public hangings. McLeod squirts water over the rocks and an enormous engraving
â€” metres long â€” of a serpent appears. Sydney is spoilt for national parks. McLeod smears ochre on our
faces and hands and we stand in a circle as he claps message sticks. I love walking experiences which help to
understand the history, current use and future of our iconic locations. Of particular interest is our stunning
coastal walks and the bawdy development of old Sydney. But first we have a welcome to country. You'll learn
it's many secrets and bawdy past. The beach beneath the lookout is also the place of first recorded contact
between NSW governor Arthur Phillip and Indigenous Australians. We are visiting on a Wednesday and come
across only five other people â€” all at local beauty spot West Head lookout, with a great view across to Palm
Beach and the set of Home and Away , Barrenjoey lighthouse and Lion Island. I love showing people different
aspects of this beautiful city. The Guringai people would have visited a couple of times a year to re-engrave it.
Until recent times, the area remained relatively unexplored. I particularly enjoy discovering special
photography locations and special secrets of unique areas. The engravings here are outlines created on rock
surfaces by pecking, hammering or scraping. The city feels very far away. I'll help you get the most out of it.
A short walk to the Palisades Hotel. Englisch Was ihr unternehmen werdet Meet at Circular Quay. You can
buy a drink or snack of your choice and have a comfy rest. The first rock art he takes us to is carved into the
ground on a flat, treeless ledge in the park. Dein Gastgeber Peter I moved to Sydney 13 years ago and had a
passion to learn about the city in which I live. Within an hour of the city limits sits the Royal national park to
the south and the Blue Mountains to the west, and 45 minutes from the city lies the 14, hectare Ku-ring-gai
Chase national park. We have to bush-bash to get in there, and a small sign is the only hint of what lies off the
track. There are tales of ghosts and characters who've inhabited this area. We walk a few metres to a
picturesque clearing that reveals a sandstone rockface, thick bushland and a creek where water is flowing fast
down rocks due to overnight rain. We finish back at Circular Quay. Discover secret laneways and tunnels. The
site would have also been a meeting place for ceremonies and corroborees, says McLeod. Was enthalten ist
Food There will be time for you to enjoy a coffee or snack purchase your own along the way Transportation
Sydney has an amazing, safe and integrated public transport system.


